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Bromham, Brookside Park
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16th February 2013

Report By

Bill King

Team Members

Steph, Bill, Elaine, Andy F, Dee, Marion, Kate

Background
Kate (not her real name) moved into this home in May 2004. The home was brand new, but a row of
old garages had stood on the plot previously. There may also have been an old toilet block nearby. The
estate itself has been in existence since at least the mid-1960s. Prior to that it is likely to have been
farmland as no buildings are shown in the immediate area on maps dating back to 1883.
Kate is retired. Kate, and her close family members, have no known health conditions or medication
that might induce hallucinations, or other unusual sensory experiences (real or phantom). Kate is
known to one of the LPS members present.
For the past few years Kate and close family members, have experienced several, sometimes
frequently, recurring phenomena. These include:
 The sound of the front door opening (never closing again afterwards) as though someone has
come into the hallway. This occurs on a very frequent basis (and EVERY time a particular
family member is present). It does not happen at a set time and sometimes happens more than
once a day. Whenever the sound is heard, investigation leads to the door being firmly closed or
locked and no one has entered. In order to open the door, one has to physically pull the handle
down. It yields a very distinctive sound (double-glazed with lever handle).
 The smell of cigarette smoke. Sometimes this is ‘normal’ cigarettes; sometimes it is strong like
self-rolled cigarettes. According to Kate, when it occurs it is very distinctive. It has occurred at
different times of the day. Kate is an ex-smoker, but has several deceased family members who
were smokers.
 Unexplained breezes and light touches to the face and head. These have happened to Kate and
one family member on several occasions.
 Occasional voices or unexplained noises inside the home. These occur fairly frequently and
Kate has even been awoken from sleep on several occasions after hearing her name called out.
Noises include knocks and footsteps in the hallway.
 Visual phenomena/figure seen in the peripheral vision. On turning to face the figure, it is no
longer visible. This kind of experience has been escalating.
 Feelings of another presence close by in a room, but no one else is physically there.

General
The investigation location is on a well-established estate. The home consists of a bedroom, study
(converted bedroom), living/dining room, bathroom, hallway and kitchen. The home has gas central
heating, double glazing and is carpeted throughout (lino floor in the kitchen). There is a front door and
a back door leading to a small garden area. At the front is a wheelchair ramp and gravel parking area to
the side.

Pre-Investigation
Friday 15th February 2013: Marion spent some time thinking about Saturday’s investigation asking
her guide Michael for help. She picked up a little girl and continued to pick her up throughout the
evening.
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Saturday 16th February 2013: During the afternoon Marion is still picking up the little girl and does a
yes/no session with her pendulum and help from Michael with the following results:
The little girl is grounded here. For some reason the child has not passed over. Marion feels the girl is
very cold. She has the image (in her mind) of a small cold hand and part of a pinafore. The hand is wet
she can see drops of water on it. Marion feels the child drowned. Marion feels this happened very
quickly and that is why she didn’t pass over and why she doesn’t know what is happening. Marion
brought a toy with her, a bunny, in the hope the child will come to it. She placed this in Kate’s study.
When Bill and Steph arrived they joined the rest of the team in the mobile home for a chat and a cup of
tea. After discussing with the owner how the night would be conducted, the team started to set up for
the investigation.
20:38 Bill and Steph returned to Bill’s car which was parked just to the south of the property to get
their equipment. Bill was standing about a metre behind the boot whilst Steph was standing to
Bill’s left whilst she retrieved things from the boot of the car, when Bill distinctly heard the
sound of someone walking towards them from the direction of the property. To Bill the sound
was that of jeans clad legs rubbing together as someone was walking. He thought it was one of
the team walking out to them so he looked towards the house after hearing three or four steps
but there was no one there. He looked around but there was no sign of anyone in any direction.
Steph had not heard the sound.
20: 45 As everyone was setting up equipment Elaine has the image of a young girl dressed in a long
grey pinafore dress and long mousey blonde hair.

Séance: Dining Area – 21:04 to 22:03
For the séance Dee, Kate, Elaine and Marion sat around the dining table whilst Bill sat in a chair to the
southeast corner of the dining area. Andy was positioned in the living area to the south videoing the
séance whilst Steph stood by the window in the west of the dining area videoing southeast towards the
living area. During the séance Bill, at Dee’s suggestion, videoed towards the front door from the
kitchen, he also videoed along the hall towards the living area. Bill also placed his TriField Meter in the
middle of the table and set it to SUM (magnetic + electric field). For the positions of the team members
see the plan on the next page.
During the séance Andy used his sound recorder and monitored what was being recorded through
headphones.
At 4m 48s into Steph’s video recording she is looking at the screen and sees a small dark shadow
coming from the doorway past the chair where Bill is sitting. It disappears before it gets past the chair.
The text below is taken from the members reports and is, in essence, just a summary of the séance. For
the full text of the séance see the Bromham séance transcript.
21:05 Bill measures the temperature as +23.1°C.
21:09 Elaine reported feeling hot so Bill measured the temperature towards her from where he was
sitting. Towards Elaine he measured +24.1°C, towards Dee +24.1°C and towards Andy
+23.0°C. Generally it was 1°C warmer towards the dining area compared to the living area but
not noticeably hotter towards Elaine.
21:12 Elaine reports that she is not feeling as hot, just light-headed. Bill measured the temperature
towards Elaine at +23.8°C.
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21:14 Marion reports feeling
hot. Bill measured the
temperature just to her
left at +25.4°C and
+25.5°C just to her
right.
21:15 Two knocks are heard.
Steph said they came
from behind Elaine
(towards the boiler in
the kitchen) whilst Bill
heard it over his left
shoulder which was
towards the living area
door
(and
hence
towards the door from
the kitchen).

Kate

21:17 Bill remeasures the
temperature next to
Marion
and
gets
+26.0°C just to her
left and +25.5°C just
to her right, an insignificant temperature change.
Steph can hear someone wheezing as they are breathing. It’s like she is experiencing this in her
own body but it isn’t her.
21:27 Bill measures the temperature at +24.2°C towards Dee, +24.1°C to the left of Marion and
+24.2°C to her right. The temperatures near Marion are the same as elsewhere and appear to be
less than those measured at 21:17 but the former was measured quite close to Marion which
may account for the higher temperature.
Steph suddenly feels cold around her right leg.
21:30 Bill hears a sound like the roaring of the wind over his left shoulder. Just after he hears it Steph
reports seeing a white light over Bill’s left shoulder.
Steph sees a short white-ish grey shape in the room behind Bill’s head (he is sitting in the same
chair). At this point Bill turns his head to look in the same place and says he heard something.
21:35 Bill hears the same sound, like a whooshing, that he had heard at 21:30 over his left shoulder.
15 seconds later the boiler in the kitchen was heard the come on but this had not happened at
21:30.
21:38 Steph feels cold on her right side again but this time it is down the whole of her right side.
21:46 Steph hears a noise which sounds like someone moving a plastic carrier back. This appears to
come from the hallway.
21:50 A roaring sound is again heard by Bill but this time it sounded different and lasted much longer.
This time it sounded like a distant car.
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Steph sees a small grey mist moving swiftly towards the sofa at waist height.
21:51 Andy takes a temperature reading of +21°C.
21:52 Andy hears his surname through his headphones (yet to be confirmed on sound recorder).
21:54 Steph hears a loud breath from Andy’s direction.
21:57 Steph’s face becomes very tingly and itchy.
21:58 Elaine reported that she had gone cold on her left hand. Bill measured the temperature towards
her hand at +23.8°C. As previously all of the temperature measurements were done from Bill’s
chair with the infrared thermometer held at arm’s length and pointing towards the target which
was typically a metre away. This temperature was not significantly different from previous
measurements.
As Bill was writing the notes of the above paragraph he had to turn the page of his notepad over
which involved pulling a page out from the security of the elasticated band that holds the
unused pages secure and marks where he had got to in the pad. When he went to write on the
page he found that the nib of his light-up pen had retracted fully into the barrel. He did not do
this prior to turning the page and try as he might he could not get it to happen without a
determined effort (retraction required rotation of the lower end of the barrel through 270° and
could not be done accidentally).
21:59 Steph hears a shuffle sound that appears to be coming from the direction of the hallway.
22:02 Steph hears someone move over towards where Andy is sitting. It was like someone
crossing/uncrossing their legs. She asks if it was him and he says it wasn’t.
During the session Bill’s TriField Meter needle twitched slightly but there was no other response.
During the séance Elaine comes over light headed, aching hands and hot, she had felt OK on arriving at
the location. Elaine gets the name Abbey, Abigail.
Dee – Am hearing a very faint talking, anyone else hearing that?
Elaine – Sounds like children.
Dee – Yeah, exactly like children having a conversation.
Elaine – Sounded like the children talking was coming from behind, bearing in mind there is no
children around the location.
Elaine has the word sugar come to mind. After a while Elaine leaves the séance as she starts to get pins
and needles in her fingers and toes but later re-joins. As Bill went to say something Elaine sees the
same little girl from earlier run past Bill’s left and into the hallway.
Marion feels the little girl by her left side and gets a brief look at her as she rests the left side of her
head on the table to look up at her. She was surrounded by a sheer veil of the most beautiful pale blue
that sort of shimmered. She was being healed. As the séance started the child moved to the other side of
the room to be with Michael. Marion feels the child doesn’t understand what’s happening and feels safe
with Michael. She has a sweet little smile giving Marion a glimpse of the happy child she must have
been. Michael has picked her up holding her in his left arm and she has snuggled up to him resting her
head on his shoulder and left thumb in her mouth. She looks white and cold. In the bend of her elbow is
a rag doll with long dangly legs. The child is so pretty with fair curly hair which comes down past her
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shoulders. She has a pale dress of a colour that doesn’t stand out, perhaps cream or very pale lemon and
this was covered by a crisp white full length pinafore with a frill round the neck and bottom. It would
have been tied at the back. She had long white socks and dark shoes with a bar across. She is so sweet
but very quiet watching us intently. Marion asks Michael if he can bring her closer and he replies that
she doesn’t want to, she is too timid. Marion feels this child is from the Victorian era.
Marion then hears a heavy breath over by Andy.
17 minutes into the séance Marion feels a light touch on the right side of her head.
25 minutes into the séance, when Marion asks the child if she can talk into the little red light she hears
her say “What is it?” Marion explains but she won’t come any nearer.

Shack Hack: Dining Area – 22:10 to 22:26
For this session Bill used his Shack Hack which was placed on the dining table with the amplified
speaker placed in the headphone socket. Bill sat at the table whilst the rest of the team occupied chairs
in the living and dining areas. For the positions of the team members see the plan below.
Initially the Shack Hack was set to scan through the FM range and several questions were asked but no
discernible responses were obtained. Bill manually scanned through the FM range and found that very
few channels were being picked up and those which were mainly had classical music on them with no
speech. Manual scanning through the AM band produced more voices so the Shack Hack was set to
automatically scan the AM band and questions were asked but there were still no discernible responses
so this session was ended. Some of the notes below were taken from Dee’s sound recording.
22:10 Bill starts the Shack Hack session with the question “Is anybody there?” There seems to be a
response when “me’ is heard from the box.
Immediately around this time, Dee and several members mention hearing what sounds like
heavy
breathing
or
moaning.
Everyone
thought it was Andy
(poor Andy!), but it was
determined that it was
not. The sound went on
for several seconds.
Unfortunately, the Shack
Hack is too loud on
Dee’s recording and the
sound cannot be heard.
22:13 Elaine hears a low
mumbling noise coming
from the hallway.

Kate

Dee hears a noise that
seems to come from out
in the hall. Steph also
mentions hearing the
noise and says that her
voice recorder is out
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there, so she will be able to review it later
22:14 Steph hears a low voice mumbling over towards the fireplace to her left. She heard this clearly
over the noise of the ghost box.
22:15 Elaine gets the name John.
22:16 Steph hears a bang coming from the hall area.
22:17 Marion hears tulips.
22:18 Marion hears a loud thump from the hall area and feels a big thump under her feet.
22:19 Bill switches off the Shack Hack as the reception is not good and no discernible words are
forthcoming. Around this time, Marion mentions feeling a vibration under her feet that
somehow seems to have emanated from the hall.
22:20 Bill switches on the Shack Hack, this time using a different channel. It seems little clearer than
before. However, we persevere for a few minutes and when the question “Is there a message for
anyone in this room?” is asked, it sounds to Dee as though Kate’s name is mentioned. The name
‘John’ also seems to come out of the noise a couple of times. (Kate had a brother called John,
who passed a few years ago.)
22:22 Steph hears a bang between her and Bill. She asks if it was him and he said he did not make the
noise but felt it through his chair.
Elaine reported that the name John came out later on the voice box.

Ghost Radar/Ghost Speaker – 22:27 to 22:52
For this session Bill used the Ghost Radar application on his mobile phone. This uses the phones
sensors to detect local changes in the environment then looks for patterns in that data which it uses to
display anomalies in the environment and to determine words providing the possibility of a word being
preselected by a spirit. For the position of the team members during this session see the plan on the
preceding page.
During the session questions were again asked and the following words produced (written in the order
in which they occurred).
22:27:57 Next
22:28:23 Hunt
22:28:36 Pair
22:29:02 Blood
22:29:28 Pennsylvania
22:29:41 Automobile
22:30:59 Fort
22:31:38 Consider
22:35:45 Parts
22:36:11 Heavy
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22:39:26 Cowboy
22:44:51 Came
Some of these words were found to be relevant to Dee and Kate.
Elaine thought that maybe this person was something to do with the law, like a bounty hunter!
Marion is told by Dee that she has just heard someone say Marion.
Marion sees (in her mind) the little girl run back to her to show her the little basket she is holding. It is
square with rounded corners and a long handle. It’s not wicker but looks like it’s woven from bleached
rushes.
Dee says her left ear hurts.
Dee says that Fort is a family name but spelt Feurt.
Prior to the investigation starting Bill had been trying out his equipment to make sure it was working
including the Ghost Radar and it had come up with the words copper and leaf.
22:28 Dee thinks she hears somebody calling “Marion”. She experiences a brief shooting pain in her
right ear, as she did in the séance.
22:35 Marion feels as if something soft is by her right foot, like a sleeping cat. She nudges it with her
right foot but it doesn’t move.
Dee notes how very quiet it is at this moment – not just the Ghost Radar, but the room also. It is
almost TOO quiet, like the quiet before a storm.
22:39 Marion feels that Michael and the child are no longer in the room.
Steph gets the name Mary.
22:43 The boiler switches on.
22:44 Bill mentions that is has gone quiet again.
22:45 Dee suggests that the Ghost Radar word Came might be a way of saying “I came to talk
tonight.”
22:46 Bill tries the other version of the Ghost Radar application, which is similar. He mentions that it
is flatlining and not detecting anything at all.
22:48 Marion (in her mind) can see the child walking away with Michael holding his left hand and
swinging her little basket in her right hand. She is skipping, happy and carefree. Marion feels
they have gone in the direction of the study but continued through there as they are walking
through grass and trees.
22:50 Dee hears light ‘bumps’ over near the hall. She asks everyone if they are hearing bumps/bangs.
Steph says she is hearing them and she then hears another at the other end of the house.
Dee notes that everything becomes exceedingly quiet – inside and outside.

EVP Session – 23:20 to 23:41
For this session most of the team placed their sound recorders on a small table in the middle of the team
whilst Bill placed his on the dining table where he was sitting. In addition Bill left his TriField Meter in
the middle of the table set to SUM and with it set to sound when the needle rose to 2% of the full scale.
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During the EVP session Andy used his sound recorder and monitored what was being recorded through
headphones. For the position of the team members during this session see the plan on page 5 of this
report.
The session starts with team members asking various questions. Bill asked the first question followed
by a 20 second quiet time then Steph asked the next question, again with a 20 second quiet time. This
continued around the room with Marion, Andy, Dee, Kate then Elaine asking questions. This sequence
was repeated 3 times.
23.24 Dee starts her digital voice recorder. Bill begins by explaining to Kate how to conduct an EVP
session and instructs the investigation team on the sorts of questions to ask. The method chosen
is for one person to ask a question then wait until Bill signals after a short silence for the next
person to ask until each member has asked about three or four questions each.
23.28 Just as Bill is explaining what kinds of questions to ask and says “What’s your name?” as an
example, his TriField meter (on the dining table) alarm goes off, and Andy’s K2 (on the coffee
table at the other side of the room) lights up simultaneously.
23.29 As Bill resumes talking, a breath can be heard on Dee’s recording. As soon as Bill finishes what
he is saying, Andy mentions that just as Bill started talking, he heard a deep breath and it wasn’t
him (as he was facing the other way at the time)! Several other members then mention they
heard similar sound earlier, including Bill.
The following is taken from Bill’s recording of the EVP session.
23:27:58 The TriField meter sounds and the needle rises above the maximum.
Andy ............ Yeah, I’ve got stuff here as well!
Dee ............. Yay, someone’s joining the party.
Marion ........ That’s good.
23:28:10 TriField stops sounding.
23:29:20 Andy ............ Just before you started talking I heard a deep breath…and it wasn’t
me…because the microphone’s facing away.
Marion ........ Oh! Right.
Andy ............ It was like somebody going [gives deep exhale].
Dee ............. That’s what we heard earlier.
General agreement.
Marion ........ That’s what we heard earlier.
Steph ........... It was over there (indicates towards entrance).
Bill .............. I heard it three times…come down…down there (indicates over left shoulder
round corner, towards entrance to room).
23:30:14 Bill .............. Is there anybody here who would like to communicate with us?
Response ..... None.
23:30:38 Steph ........... Please can you tell us your name?
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Response ..... None.
23:30:45 The TriField meter sounds and the needle rises above the maximum.
Andy ............ EMF was going off over here too.
23:31:10 TriField stops sounding.
23:31:18 Marion ........ Is the little girl safe and happy now Michael?
Response ..... None.
23:31:44 Andy ............ What year is it?
Response ..... None.
23:32:04 Kate ............ Are you male or female?
Response ..... None.
23:32:25 Dee ............. How did you pass?
Response ..... None.
23:32:47 Elaine ......... How old are you?
Response ..... None.
23:32:52 The TriField meter sounds and the needle rises above the maximum. Andy’s KII meter also
reacts.
23:33:08 TriField stops sounding.
23:33:10 Bill .............. Did you used to live in the area?
Response ..... None.
23:33:34 Steph ........... Where...where were you born?
Response ..... None.
23:33:57 Marion ........ Is anyone from my family here?
Response ..... None.
23:34:19 Andy ............ Are you connected to any person in this room?
Response ..... None.
23:34:41 Kate ............ Is there a message for any person in this room?
Response ..... None.
23:35:05 Dee ............. Where did you pass?
Response ..... None.
23:35:27 Elaine ......... Do you visit here often?
Response ..... None.
23:35:48 Bill .............. What was your cause of death?
Response ..... None.
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23:36:06 Steph ........... Do you have any brothers or sisters?
Response ..... None.
23:36:30 Marion ........ Why are you here?
Response ..... None.
23:36:50 Andy ............ Are you from Bedford?
Response ..... None.
23:37:10 Kate ............ Are you with your close family?
Response ..... None.
23:37:32 Dee ............. In which month were you born?
Response ..... None.
23:37:52 Elaine ......... Are you related to Kate and Dee?
Response ..... None.
23:37:54 The TriField meter sounds and the needle rises above the maximum.
23:38:07 Just as the TriField is starting to quieten there is a loud bang and it starts up again.
23:38:08 Dee ............. That’s going off as well (referring to Andy’s KII meter).
Andy ............ Yes!
23:38:23 TriField stops sounding.
23:38:25 Bill .............. Is it you that keeps making the TriField meter in front of me start whistling like
it does?
Response ..... None.
23:38:55 Steph ........... Are you the person that keeps doing the same thing over and over in the house?
Response ..... None.
23:39:21 Marion ........ Were you born in another country?
Response ..... None.
23:39:43 Andy ............ Since you’ve only activated the meters when Elaine speaks do you only want to
talk to Elaine?
Response ..... None.
23:40:11 Kate ............ Have you always had such a great sense of humour?
Response ..... None.
23:40:34 Dee ............. What did you do for a living?
Response ..... None.
23:40:54 Elaine ......... Is your name John?
Response ..... None.
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At this point there is a strange anomaly on Dee’s digital voice recording that will be referred
for review. It is a short, high-pitched sound followed by what sounds like a male voice
coming through an electronic device.
Dee asks if anyone can hear talking, because she thinks she just heard a voice.
23:41:13 Session ends.

Post-EVP Session
During the investigation the team had turned their mobile phones off but Bill had turned his on during a
break before the EVP session whilst searching for an old map of the investigation site area. He had
neglected to turn it off before the EVP session so he tested the TriField meter’s response to it to see if
his phone had been the cause of the meter responses. He turned the phone off and on and the used it to
phone Steph and the meter did respond but it did not rise above 10% of full scale so it was not the
cause of the meter response during the EVP session as the meter had risen beyond full scale.

Post-Investigation
Throughout the night Elaine was drawn to the eagle sitting on top of a cabinet near a large picture.
Marion tried to make a phone call on the way home but the fully charged batteries on her phone had
drained.
Marion has been trying to find out something about this little girl with no success. There has been one
drowning (a woman) in the mill pond a long time back but nothing of a little girl. So she worked on a
map of Bedfordshire with her pendulum and the results were:
The girl didn’t live in Bromham she was visiting.
Marion’s pendulum gave a strong indication she was from Clapham. Marion feels this may be the
reason the little girl just didn’t know what was going on. She has tried to find anything concerning
Clapham in Victorian times but there is very little on Victorian history on line.
Marion did a quick drawing of Michael and the child intending to do a copy later but this looks so like
them both she decided to leave it as it was.
Ghost Radar: Information provided to LPS by Kate subsequent to the investigation shows an amazing
(and definite) connection between 7 out of the 12 words given by the Ghost Radar.
It emerges that Kate had been working on a personal writing project that morning and had been
experiencing problems with Microsoft Word. In order to help explain how to do something, her
daughter asked her to pull up a document at random to use for demonstration purposes. The document
chosen at random just a few hours before the investigation was a chapter of the writing project which
told of a journey experienced by Kate and her late husband in America. For reasons of privacy, the
details cannot be published, but the words HUNT, PENNSYLVANIA, AUTOMOBILE, FORT,
PARTS and COWBOY can be directly linked with this document.
There is also the possibility that the words PAIR (as in couple), CONSIDER (maybe another way of
saying ‘thinking about’) and CAME can be connected.
With regards to the word BLOOD, Kate told LPS that about an hour before they arrived, she had been
reminiscing with her daughter. The subject of the conversation was the daughter’s birth and the rare
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blood disorder she was born with, which required several blood transfusions. This was the part of
Kate’s personal writing project that she had been working on THAT MORNING.
No definitive connection is made between the words NEXT or HEAVY.
Dee’s conclusions concerning this investigation are as follows:
•
•

•

The séance yielded some interesting results, particularly the two ‘knock-knock’ occurrences.
The Ghost Radar session yielded some very interesting results. It is almost possible to rule out
pure coincidence when considering that the unusual selection of words spoken by the device
were so specific to Kate.
The EVP session yielded very interesting results with the simultaneous setting off of the meters
in seeming response to questions. As the intervals between the meters going off were not
regular (i.e. 3, 2, and 5 minutes) it is fair to suggest that this was not caused by something
electronic in the house. Interestingly, the meters had not behaved this way prior to this session.

Equipment List
Andy

Digital Camcorder: Sony DCR-DVD306E
Digital Infrared Thermometer: IR-102
Digital Voice Recorder: Olympus WS-560M
EMF meter: K-II

Bill

Amplified Speaker: Hama Mini Stereo Speaker
Digital Camcorder: Sony DCR-HC14E
Digital Camcorder: Sony DCR-SR90E
Digital Infrared Thermometer: Karknee DT-300
Digital Voice Recorder: Olympus WS-560M
Electrosmog Meter: Cornet ED-7
EMF Detector: TriField Natural EM Meter
Infrared Light 48 LED
Li-ion Battery: Mingtongda T-1248A
Shack Hack: RadioShack 12-489
Video IR Light: Sony HVL-IRM
Notepad, pen, torch and watch

Dee

Digital Camera: Fuji FinePix F31fd
Digital Voice Recorder: Olympus VN-5500PC
Notepad, pen, torch and watch

Elaine

Digital Camera: Samsung WB100
Digital Voice Recorder: VN-2100PC
Notepad, pen, torch and watch

Marion

Digital Camera: Samsung L313
Digital Compass/Altimeter/Thermometer: WS110
Digital Voice Recorder: Olympus VN-2100PC
Notepad, pen, torch and watch
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Steph

Digital Camcorder: Sony DCR-SR75E
Digital Camera: Panasonic Lumix DMC-FS40
Digital Infrared Thermometer: INS-TOOL09
Digital Voice Recorder: Olympus WS-560M
Gauss Meter
Infrared Light 48 LED
Li-ion Battery: Mingtongda T-1248A
Video IR Light: Sony HVL-IRM
Notepad, pen, torch and watch
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